‘High drama and ... comedy’
Developing the cultural collections of the University of Melbourne

The second in a series of interviews of Ray Marginson, speaking with Robyn Sloggett

Robyn Sloggett: Ray, I feel we have only begun to touch on the 'high drama and comedy' of your involvement with the development of the University cultural collections. I remember the period when you were Vice-Principal as one of very active support for the University's cultural development, and this was a broad support. You were interested not just for the gallery, although I think this may have been your special passion, but of course the development of the grounds and the more general sense of the cultural identity of the University. In our last talk you indicated that there were other aspects of the gallery development you would like to cover.

Ray Marginson: Yes, Robyn, there is much to recall over the two decades plus of my involvement. The problem is the work in the grounds and the gallery interwove quite a bit, so you might have to bear with me if I slip from one to the other.

On the gallery itself, from early on we received many significant gifts. I have already mentioned Sir Joseph Burke and Colonel Aubrey Gibson. However, there were two most significant elements in the building of our collection; the first was the continued generosity and careful selection of works by the late Dr Joseph Brown, the other, the wealth of Australian material included in the bequest of Sir Russell and Mab, Lady Grimwade.

Joseph Brown was a major supporter of our gallery initiative, and a frequent and considered donor, who knew weaknesses in our collection and, whenever possible, filled them. In 1982 we gave him a special exhibition of the 33 works he had given us to that date. I have many memories of the unexpected appearance of many of his gifts; none more memorable than the telephone call that said, 'Ray, I have a painting for you, it is Leonard French’s The trial from his 1960 Campion paintings' (illustrated opposite). My involuntary reply was 'I didn’t think you owned it.' His reply was, 'I bought it this week.' The explanation was that the police had just returned several works from his collection that had been stolen. This was his celebratory gift. Later, when Daryl Jackson and his interior designer Jan Faulkner asked what colour should be used in the new conference room in Old Physics, my answer was 'coagulated blood', the predominant note in The trial, which would hang there.

The placing of this significant work in the new conference room, with its splendid full-length red drapes that can cover the large sash-hung windows, its red carpet and its specially designed 32-person table and chairs, was not without irony. The room was provided to give the University what it did not have up to then (apart from the council chamber), a meeting room capable of accommodating the extremely large professorial selection committees. The trial indeed.

Of all Dr Brown’s gifts I think my favourite is the beautiful small version of Bertram Mackennal’s Salome (illustrated opposite, above).

I can see you can go on indefinitely about the gallery, but I would like at this point to draw you back to a focus on the grounds and buildings, and enhancing the overall quality of the site. There are a large number of probably apocryphal stories about your role in protecting and developing the heritage architecture on campus. What were the most successful battles you undertook on this front? The answer here relates to the much wider topic I have already mentioned, the then state of the grounds. I had a completely different view from that which I heard at Cambridge later, that said it didn’t matter how broken down or inconvenient the building
was in which you worked, it was the work that was central. The reference here, I think, is to the tin sheds, which were Rutherford’s laboratories, where the fundamental experiments that were part of the work that ended in nuclear fission, were carried out. I could not have disagreed more. The state of our grounds was abysmal and depressing and buildings were haphazardly located without a coherent plan and many were rundown. There had been many attempts to plan but all, in the end, were frustrated by individual interest and advocacy about the placing of particular buildings. I felt that something must be done to demolish the war-time fibro huts and other ‘temporary’ buildings that were all over the site (including a two-storey one north of Wilson Hall that housed the accounts branch and other administrative functions); also to get rid of the asphalt which was everywhere, the swamp that existed in winter (on the site of the old lake) between the Union and Old Commerce, the uncontrolled car parking and speeding traffic. Further, that everything was to be gained by creating a pleasant working environment for staff and students and by restoring and improving the many older architectural treasures on the campus. Somehow we had to get

Left: Bertram MacKenna, Salome, (c.1900), bronze, height: 27.0 cm (excluding base). Reg. no. 1980.0010, gift of Dr Joseph Brown, 1980, University of Melbourne Art Collection.

quality back in the grounds and make it a pleasant place in which to work and learn. I was not the only one who felt like this and many who did so, like Professor Carrick Chambers in Botany, Professor Max Hargreaves, Hume Dow, John Anwyl and others, were later to play a vital role in changing things dramatically. It was a time (1969 to 1972) when capital funds, on the advice of the Australian Universities’ Commission and following the Murray Report, were being allocated by the Commonwealth on a reasonably generous basis to universities. This made it a feasible plan. It was a period of major building construction and planning of siting was clearly essential.

I had been fortunate to be nominated as the Australian Fellow for the Eisenhower Fellowship to the USA in 1968. This was an extraordinarily generous scheme where the recipient is fully financially supported and ensured access to any areas in North America in your field of interest. At the end of the first two years in my role, and having dealt with some of the urgent financial problems and the initial reorganisation of the administration, I was able to spend seven months looking at old and new universities in the USA and Canada, with a quick three weeks in the UK on my way home. The newly appointed Vice-Chancellor, Sir David Derham, fully supported my visit. It was then our further great good fortune to have, in the first person to occupy the coordinating role of Controller (Buildings) that I established to draw together the physical side, the late Bill Curlewis, a highly experienced ex-army engineer. Whilst I was away he busily straightened out and structured his area, with the help of Maurie Pawsey, later himself Controller, and a key figure in the implementation of all the site and buildings work that followed.

Again a long-winded preamble, but again a necessary one, to understand where I was at the end of 1968. My thinking had firmed on the need to draw together, protect and improve the physical assets of the University, its grounds, buildings and of course the substantial holdings in the cultural area. As I said in our first interview, it was at the end of 1968 when I returned from the Eisenhower Fellowship that we appointed our first curator for the gallery.

I find it difficult to separate the elements that drove my thinking at that time. The cultural holdings to me were important; to establish a gallery to show them was important; equally important were the state of the fabric and the decay of the stonework on the historic buildings, the appalling state of the grounds, and dangerous car traffic in the parking-choked roadways.

So I feel compelled to talk of all this as comprising a single objective; that is, to get our University up to scratch in all these areas. I must emphasise however that all of this was to a substantial extent subordinate to the major financial problems facing the University. The history, in particular, of the critical years 1968 to 1975, of the addressing of the dire budgetary problems, and the fundamental role of Sir David Derham assisted by the Deputy Vice-Chancellor David Caro, is covered fully in Poynter and Rasmussen’s *A place apart.* The tackling of the problems I am talking about was achieved in many ways: by Commonwealth capital grants, by borrowing (e.g. for the south lawn and underground carpark); and by generous gifts and support from individuals and foundations.

So, when I returned we speedily moved to appoint the master planner, Bryce Mortlock, a Sydney architect. Thus came, in 1970, the *Master Plan Report* that told us, among other recommendations: to enclose spaces, close off the central area to traffic and introduce controlled and coherent planting. Finally, and most
importantly, the master plan did not give us a rigid blueprint, but firmly showed where we should not build buildings.

*Perhaps here we should get back to the gallery?*

In the early 1970s we extensively renovated the Old Physics Building, funded with the assistance of donations, to the design of Daryl Jackson. It was to here we moved from our gallery in the John Medley Building in 1975. It was opened by Sir John Rothenstein CBE. Among those who made the gallery section of the work possible, by generous gifts, were the Myer Foundation, the estate of John F. Hughes, the Ian Potter Foundation, Middletons, the Edward Wilson Trust, North Broken Hill and the Australian Government. As is clear we were getting better by 1975 in attracting funding. At this stage we also had funding support on an annual basis from the Australia Council’s Visual Arts Board and the State Ministry for the Arts.

The gallery with its three exhibition spaces and offices and store was a dream come true. Structurally it had its problems. The upper floor had a load limit of 150 people and the basement had a depth of water, but we were finally in a position to undertake the major exhibitions that the curator Betty Clarke and the Works of Art Committee had in mind. In the east entrance to the old physics gallery are placed two splendid half-moon shaped bronzes by Michael Meszaros (illustrated opposite, above). These celebrate the gift by Norman and May Macgeorge of their Desbrowe Annear designed...
family, and to work in a studio on the campus. The first appointment of this very successful venture was William Delafeld Cook. He became available to be visited in his studio in Old Physics (at this stage in an unrenovated old laboratory) by all and sundry on Wednesdays. Bill was a slow painter and after one visit to him a month or so after he started I saw him one third of the way through a typical work of meticulously painted leaves. The next week he was standing in front of a blank canvas. ‘It wasn’t working’ was his comment.

I learnt much from the successive artists; from Brian Dunlop whose Old Physics Building (illustrated on page 15) won the Sulman Prize and which we were able to acquire (reasonably); also from Christine O’Loughlin whose Cultural rubble adorns the Swanston Street façade of our Ian Potter Museum of Art. Christine took off for the Forestry Department at Creswick shortly after her arrival and sweet-talked the department into delivering her a large eucalypt trunk for installation in her first exhibition/installation. The next week he was standing in front of a blank canvas. ‘It wasn’t working’ was his comment.

As a result of this major bequest and the terms the Council established to carry out its intention, we were able to commence a program for appointing artists-in-residence. Through contact with the Australia Council (principally through Jean Battersby, the then General Manager) and by Maudie Palmer (the latter had joined the gallery staff in 1975) we obtained an annual grant of $10,000 (later increased to $12,000) to sustain an artist to live in the house, with work of that very week. Of his giving us a suite of coloured etchings, five abstract compositions and two paintings; also selling us five coloured etchings for a risible price; the arrival back in Australia from New York at our invitation of the impeccably stylish Robert Jacks to commence his substantial middle period contribution, also in the abstract field (illustrated opposite). Each artist-in-residence brought their own particular and special contribution to the University and to the increasing sophistication of our whole operation and exhibitions.

The program continues today as the Macgeorge Fellowship, although without Commonwealth or State support. It was a major and significant element in the success and reputation of the gallery over succeeding years. An outstanding and personally satisfying feature of my retirement year was that Frances Lindsay mounted a superb exhibition showing works of the 13 artists-in-residence up to 1988. You also oversaw some substantial additions to the art in the grounds. Yes, one significant feature of Deakin Court is the ceramic mural by John Olsen, Eastern world. Tom Sanders, who had already produced the tiles, accepted the commission to make...
several rows of sympathetic tiles to fill the vertical space. It was an intensive and strange exercise for me, fixing the price in a three-way negotiation with John, the wily Rudy Komon and Tom, who was not an easy personality. The collection still houses the scrap of paper on which John sketched out the original design. The final twist to the project was the culmination of the considerable antagonism that developed between Betty Clarke and Tom Sanders. Tom had the last word by making a tile with his signature (the second on the work) located conspicuously by the entrance to Betty’s office, where she could not help seeing it as she passed in and out. Frances Lindsay later embellished the court by acquiring two of Bruce Armstrong’s monumental red gum carvings. The ambience was added to by Daryl Jackson saving finials from the apex of the gables on the demolished sections of the building. We mounted them on a stone platform to carry the naming plate of Deakin Court. Their installation immediately resulted in the students dubbing the area ‘Prick Court’.

As to Old Physics, we eventually, with University funds, renovated the rest and created the fine major conference room already mentioned, named for Jim Potter, my colleague as former Registrar.

We could perhaps come back to the grounds and buildings later. However, you have referred to two significant sources of gifts to the gallery and outlined the late Dr Joseph Brown’s generosity. Would you like to say something about the Grimwade bequest? I have already written elsewhere about two earlier substantial gifts of works to the University, that of Dr Samuel Ewing and of Norman Lindsay. I was not able at that time, within the brief period of my talk at the Felton Centenary Symposium in November 2004, to give a similar account of the extraordinary generosity of Sir Russell and his wife Mab, of their home ‘Miegunyah’ in Orrong Road, Toorak, and its artworks and library including the important collections of Australian material. For that I am extremely sorry. However, this interview may be a means of making some amends. The problem posed by the house was squarely on me as the officer responsible for advising the University Council on its property. Our early problem with the gift of the house was the nature of the governing wills. Sir Russell had been a great benefactor to the University and the School of Biochemistry (now
demolished) bore his name. He had wide interests in the eucalypt, of which he had a flourishing grove in his grounds, in wood generally (with close connection to the CSIRO), in photography, in carpentry (in which he was very skilled), as well as in collecting Australian art and classic glassware. His Australian book collection was significant, particularly in the area of exploration. With all of this he set out in his bequest to achieve certain ends, some of which were difficult to implement. The most difficult was that the house was to be a residence either for the professor of fine arts, then Sir Joseph Burke, or the manager of the Melbourne University Press, then Peter Ryan. The difficulties involved were substantial. Tax laws meant a heavy penalty for anyone enjoying residence, and the suggestion that the MUP should establish a printery in Sir Russell’s (remarkably equipped) workshop was not one to contemplate. I did not relish making an application to the then Prahran council to establish a light industry in Toorak. All this meant interim arrangements were necessary whilst the situation was sorted out. My colleague Professor Carrick Chambers and his family generously occupied the house with some discomfort for some time, ensuring security for it and its valuable contents. We then proceeded to try and find a use for the property consistent with the Grimwades’ intentions. Some formal entertaining took place there and other minor uses were developed. Finally I conceived of the idea of proposing to Joseph Brown that he might consider housing his great historical Australian art collection there in a professionally staffed art museum. There had been several proposals considered by Dr Brown for his collection, including, I think, some from interstate. Through talks with the Ian Potter Foundation with the help of its CEO Pat Feilman (a significant figure in supporting the University’s gallery) it was thought a substantial capital sum might be found to carry out the necessary alteration, security and other works, together with the construction on the Orrong Road frontage of a new building to house the contemporary works. Patrick McCaughey at the National Gallery of Victoria (NGV) thought it was possible that his trustees could enter into a joint venture. They had recently closed a branch at Heidelberg, ‘Banyule’, and some staff could perhaps be found. A solution seemed almost possible. One Saturday morning I walked around the site with my good friend Joe Brown, pacing out the dimensions of the new wing, indicating the demolition area of the external rear of the house. With what I recall now as real embarrassment he turned to me and said a family discussion had resulted in them not wishing to proceed further, that there were too many difficulties, the site was too far from the city, etc. It was a great disappointment but the essential thing is that a solution was later found by Dr Gerard Vaughan and the trustees of the NGV. The collection is now housed at Federation Square and is available for the public to appreciate.

One almost successful concept was that the Commonwealth Government would lease the property as a Melbourne residence for the Governor-General. Sir John Kerr even hosted a party to celebrate this. The Whitlam Government was ousted the day before the agreement was signed.

Despite effort, no other use could be found for ‘Miegunyah’ and I had to quit stalling and agree with David Derham that it had to be sold. We had to go to the Supreme Court to obtain a ruling confirming that a substantial number of Sir Russell and Lady Grimwade’s wishes could not be met. Further, that we could sell the property to implement some of their intentions regarding the University Press, the library, the art collection...
and the School of Biochemistry. As you would expect, the auction was a gala day in Toorak and the property was bought by the Holmes à Court family, minus the four blocks on Selborne Road which had already been subdivided. After the death of Robert Holmes à Court it was later on-sold.

The blocks to the north meant the 2.1 acres were reduced and the rose garden, the small pool, the silver birch wood and the flowering gum wood were lost. The gum wood was where Sir Russell had photographed and later developed prints showing a nut, flower and leaf for eucalypt specimens he used to illustrate his beautiful work *An anthography of the eucalypts* (illustrated on page 20). He also crafted the fine cabinet to hold eucalypt specimens, still in possession of the University. We then commenced the major task of removing the artworks to the University Gallery, transferring the large 18th and 19th century glass collection to the Ernst Matthaei Memorial Collection of Early Glass, in the care of University House, and identifying which of the furniture was historically important. Russell’s great wood-working facility meant that he would purchase old black oak board and, in his workshop, construct a piece for the house. With the help of experts we sorted out the originals from the constructs. Some pieces went to the gallery, some to University House. Lesser pieces (nonetheless handsome) went to Medley Hall and to International House. A fine piece is in the walk-through of Old Physics from Deakin Court to Cussonia Court. The library was culled over by the Baillieu Library staff and the balance, with unwanted furniture, sold. The
out on the background to the acquisition of some of the sculptural works in the grounds and buildings. I would very much like to do so. At a later stage I would also like to pay tribute to the successive members of the Works of Art Committee over the two decades of my time with the gallery, and to the significant role of my deputy, the Controller (Buildings) Maurie Pawsey.
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Notes
1. The first of this series of interviews appeared in issue 3 (December 2008) of University of Melbourne Collections.
2. The name and location of the University’s art museum have changed over the years. Upon its establishment in the early 1970s it was referred to as the University Gallery, University Art Gallery or University of Melbourne Art Gallery, and was housed on the fourth floor of the east tower of the then new John Medley Building. In 1975 it was relocated to the Old Physics Building, south of the Union Building. In 1988 additional accommodation was found in the former Physics Annex on Swanston Street. At this point the overall institution became known as the University of Melbourne Museum of Art, with the Swanston Street space accommodating the Ian Potter Gallery and Art Conservation Centre, while the University Gallery continued to operate in Old Physics. The Physics Annex was incorporated into the new Ian Potter Museum of Art, designed by architect Nonda Katsalidis, which opened in 1998 to house the entire museum and conservation facilities. Some of this earliest history is explained in the first of this series of interviews.
5. One of Young’s original plans for the garden is held in the University of Melbourne Archives: Blamire Young, Garden plan for Fairy Hills’, 1911. Accession no. 75/111, Norman Macgeorge Collection, University of Melbourne Archives.

8 John Olsen (designer); Tom Sanders (ceramicist), *Eastern world*, 1971 and 1975, glazed ceramic tile mural, 325.0 x 915.8 cm and 595.0 x 559.2 cm. Reg. no. 1975.0050, purchased with assistance from the National Bank of Australasia Ltd, the Visual Arts Board of the Australia Council, the Myer Trust and the Charles Duplan Lloyd Trust, 1975, University of Melbourne Art Collection.

9 John Olsen, *First sketch for 'Eastern world'* (1975), watercolour and pencil on paper, sheet: 56.0 x 76.3 cm. Reg. no. 1985.0006, gift of Tom Sanders, 1985, University of Melbourne Art Collection.

10 Bruce Armstrong, *So its come to this*, 1986, red gum, 90.5 x 80.5 x 163.5 cm. Reg. no. 1986.0283, on loan from the artist, 1986; and Bruce Armstrong, *She would like to be left with it*, 1986, red gum, 101.7 x 98.0 x 122.6 cm. Reg. no. 1986.0182, purchased 1986, University of Melbourne Art Collection.


12 Sir Russell and Lady (Mab) Grimwade, Timber eucalypt specimen cabinet, (c.1919–1920), eucalypt timber with brass handles, 85.0 x 72.3 x 53.0 cm. Reg. no. 1973.0755, gift of the Russell and Mab Grimwade Bequest, 1973, University of Melbourne Art Collection.
